Global Intermediary
Services

Experience the power of our FX services

Together we thrive

A smarter generation
of FX Services
As a leading Foreign Exchange (FX) house, HSBC commits to
offering clients a best-in-class FX experience.
Our Global Intermediary Services team provides guidance and bespoke
services as well as access to HSBC’s far-reaching network to help you
achieve your FX objectives. Receive dedicated support through the entire life
cycle of your FX execution strategies and investments.

 ur array of strategic services is underpinned
O
by analytics and quantitative solutions to help
you make informed decisions.



FX Custody

F
 or clients seeking guidance on accessing a
market, transparent execution or simultaneous
asset and FX execution

Risk Management services
Our suite of solutions are aimed at addressing
both your operational risk, as well as your
investment management requirements to
help you achieve better transparency and risk
analytics.

E
 xecution Services

Post

G
 ain efficiency, transparency and achieve better
execution, by leveraging our state-of-the art
connectivity, integration and services.

Make use of our dedicated suite of posttrade tools and services to help you to
track the performance of your execution or
unlock liquidity.

Trade Services

FX Overlay

F
 or clients wishing to outsource their
FX exposure management and associated
risks

 Active FX

 Auto FX

 Share class hedging

 Portfolio asset hedging

 Access FX

 Accelerated FX

 Dynamic overlay

 A
 nalytics and
quantitative solutions

FX Execution

Our Global Intermediary Services proposition delivers:
P
 re-Trade Services

Our range of services

F
 or clients looking to optimise their execution
using algorithms or benchmarks
 Liquidity Seeking
 Implementation
Shortfall Strategy
 Liquidity +

FX Prime Brokerage

F
 or clients looking to access liquidity and
simplify their operations

 T
 ime Weighted Average
Price (TWAP) Strategy

 Access to market liquidity

 Get Done Algorithm

 Margin optimisation

 Streamlined operations

Transactional FX

F
 or clients with global operations seeking to make
or receive FX payments in local currencies
 HSBC FX FlexRate
 HSBC Global Disbursements
 HSBCnet Get Rate

The HSBC Advantage
 Deep liquidity:
Across spot, forward, non-deliverable
forwards (NDFs), swaps, money markets,
precious metals, options and structured
products in both major and emerging
markets in more than 60 countries
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Global market access:
Access to global markets through our
extensive network of dealing rooms and
trading sites in both global hubs and key
local markets

Powerful analytics:
A range of quantitative tools providing greater
visibility into the performance of your transactions
by monitoring your execution from pre-trade
through to post-trade

Regulatory guidance:
All our products and services are developed in line
with market changes
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FX Custody
Choose your
Execution style
Our FX Custody services are designed to adapt to the local market
dynamics, offering clients access to end-to-end solutions in a
multitude of markets.

Our range of solutions
Active FX

Auto FX

T
 ake control of your execution with
dedicated professionals

B
 enefit from automated, transparent
FX execution

Our expertise spans from guidance on accessing a market to transparent
execution or simultaneous asset and FX execution.

 Bring FX trading requirements in-house by trading
directly through our FX sales desks in both freely traded
and restricted currencies.

Our FX Custody solutions deliver:

 Execute electronically using either, industry platforms
or our proprietary execution platform, HSBC Evolve.

Unique market
access and local
expertise

 hoice of
C
execution
services

 eporting and
R
analytics


 Enter standing instructions on how foreign currency
exposures should be managed. The execution occurs
automatically on a netted, time-stamped, transparent
basis, supplemented by detailed reporting.
 HSBC manages the process for you.

Access FX

Accelerated FX

C
 onsolidate your custody-FX execution
requirements

A
 ccess our dedicated offering for restricted
currencies

 Access FX provides you with a transactional
FX solution for outsourcing freely traded and
restricted currency FX execution across single or
multiple custodians.

 In many restricted Asian markets, securities
settlement occurs before FX is approved and can
be transacted.
 HSBC has identified several markets in which the
FX can be “accelerated” and executed significantly
closer to the point of securities execution.

THE HSBC ADVANTAGE
As both a custodian and fund service provider, HSBC has an in-depth understanding of
client operations

Potential downsides*

HSBC has a wealth of experience in the custody sphere and deep expertise in Foreign Exchange,
with a history of developing market leading and innovative client solutions from end to end

– A
 uto FX: Potentially reduced level of oversight.

– A
 ctive FX: Set up and running costs borne by fund management company.
– A
 ccess FX: Reduces ability to trade with multiple counterparties.
*Outside of FX risks associated with volatile markets and circumstances outside of our control
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FX Overlay
Master your Currency
Risk Management
Our Currency Risk Management solutions are designed for clients
wishing to outsource their FX exposure management.
With a suite of solutions and services that address both your operational
risk and investment management requirements, our experts will manage
your FX exposure so you can focus on your core business.

Share Class Hedging
Replicate the performance of a master fund in various
currency classes to outsource operational risk.
Dynamic Overlay
Optimise your currency risk metrics with a flexible hedge
ratio to help reduce cost and liquidity constraints.

Our Currency Risk Management solutions deliver:
Transparency and traceability
of your hedge

Our range of solutions

 perational strength and
O
access to post trade services

Portfolio Asset Hedging
Hedge overseas assets at a predefined static hedge ratio
to help reduce FX risk.

Analytics and Quantitative solutions
 Performance and correlation analytics.
 Active tenor management.
 Index weighted, multi-currency solutions.

Improved processes and
enhanced efficiency


THE HSBC ADVANTAGE
A transparent hedging programme, managed independently based on parameters defined by you
to align with your in-house operations

Potential downsides

A dedicated and robust FX Overlay IT Infrastructure developed and managed in-house

– Unrealised P&L of a hedge should be taken into account when considering portfolio asset allocation.

Globally connected teams in Hong Kong, Düsseldorf, London and New York providing access
to our experts and sharing local best practice with clients
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– In volatile markets, the mark-to-market of the hedge could induce liquidity constraints.
– For Dynamic specifically: past performance is no guarantee of future results.
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FX Execution
Achieve smarter execution
Liquidity, strategy and analytics tailored to your needs.
Through HSBC, you’ll have access to benchmarks in FX cash and precious
metals and a suite of FX algorithmic strategies.
Our FX Algos and Benchmarks deliver:
Optimised and seamless
execution

 ransaction Cost Analysis
T
(TCA)

 large choice of execution
A
strategies

Metals and FX benchmarks

Access to HSBC’s network
of liquidity

B
 enchmarks managed using
a robust, segregated and
automated system

Our range of solutions
L
 iquidity Seeking
Strategy
Reduces the impact of a transaction
even further by matching order
flow across an array of venues
and executing proportionally to
decrease the market footprint.
G
 et Done
Geared towards executing an
order aggressively by consuming
maximum liquidity across multiple
venues, including internal ones,
at prices at or better than the
limit price.

T
 ime Weighted Average
Price (TWAP) Strategy

Trades at an even pace over a
specified time period, adapting
to prevailing market conditions
and choosing the best venue of
execution for transactions.
L
 iquidity +
Gives you a choice of up to two
different algorithms to operate in
different price zones, the core zone
and/or the target zone.

Implementation
Shortfall Strategy
Aims to execute an order by
minimising slippage from market
price at the order start time.

B
 enchmark Orders
We offer 4 precious metals
benchmarks (gold, silver, platinum
and palladium) and over 10 FX cash
benchmarks including WMR.

THE HSBC ADVANTAGE
 Bespoke algos: Access to custom
execution capabilities to design
a solution that fits your FX risk
requirements
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Transparency: Use our Transaction
Cost Analysis, a transparent tool used to
display order details of deals executed via
HSBC FX Algos

Potential downsides
– The use of algorithms and benchmarks does not guarantee performance of the execution and, depending on market moves
during the execution of the order, it may result in a disadvantageous outcome.
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FX Prime Brokerage
Unlock liquidity efficiently
Our FX Prime services give you access to market liquidity using our
credit lines whilst streamlining your FX operations.
HSBC becomes your sole counterparty post-execution, assuming counterparty
and settlement risk on the original transaction. This helps you streamline
legal negotiations, create operational efficiencies and optimise your capital
management.
Our FX Prime Brokerage offering delivers
A client-centric risk management
approach, with global, real-time
transparency
A strategic partnership with clients,
focused on the full FX life cycle
including execution, clearing,
settlement and analytics

 X expertise and capabilities
F
to support the needs of clients,
including regulatory and
industry changes

Our range of solutions
Access to market liquidity

Streamlined operations

Margin optimisation

 Access over 50 liquidity providers,
including direct access to HSBC’s
liquidity, and our HSBC Evolve
platform.

With HSBC as your single postexecution counterparty for margining,
technology, reporting and other
operational needs you’ll have access to:

Transparent and bespoke risk terms:

 Leverage our strong presence
across global markets to gain
access to emerging and frontier
markets in size.

 Single counterparty for
margining, technology, reporting,
confirmations, settlement and
collateral management.

 Margin terms tailored to your
unique needs.

 Benefit from dealer choice to
optimise execution and position
anonymity.

 Access to real-time risk analytics,
post-trade portal and reporting
tools that are fully customisable
to meet your needs across your
entire portfolio.

 Consolidate exposures across
all executed banks in a single
netted margin call.

 Real-time visibility of exposure
and margin requirementsto help
manage risk and liquidity.

THE HSBC ADVANTAGE
The strength of HSBC’s balance sheet
enables us to extend competitive credit
lines to our clients
Sophisticated technology to support each
clients’ unique requirements
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Ongoing investment into the business
to grow and develop our capabilities
in order to support the needs of our
clients, including regulatory and
industry changes

Potential downsides
– If margin requirements are not met within agreed timelines, HSBC has the right to terminate positions.
– HSBC sets out the range of acceptable activity and reserves the right not to accept transactions outside these terms.
– HSBC reserves the right to amend the terms and conditions of its service upon notice.
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Transactional FX
Take your business around
the world
In today’s cross-border, digital world, growing your business could
be quicker and simpler than you think.
HSBC’s Transactional Foreign Exchange solutions are designed to
enable you to leverage the digitalisation of FX payments by taking control
of risks, maximising efficiency and unlocking sales opportunities.
Our Transactional FX solutions deliver:

Sales optimisation

Our range of solutions
HSBC FX FlexRate
The solution seamlessly integrates
FX conversion directly into each
transaction. You are able to capture
the FX conversion process, providing
pricing and accepting payments in
your customers’ local currency in one
of two ways:

Allow

 Multi-Currency Pricing presents
your customer’s currency
throughout the entire browsing
and payment journey.

Greater control
 ake payments in your home currency while delivering
M

 Dynamic Currency Conversion
presents your customer’s
currency at the time of payment or
checkout.

customers to make payments in their local currencies
while receiving payment in your home currency

funds to payees in their local currencies

H
 SBC Global
Disbursements
 Our solution allows you to make
cross-border payments in more
than 125 local currencies from a
single operating account.
 Gain control over FX conversion
on outgoing payments, which can
help you strengthen bargaining
power and negotiate better rates
with suppliers.

HSBCnet Get Rate
 An integrated service for
HSBCnet users, Get Rate allows
you to view and instantly book
FX rates for Priority Payments
and inter-account transfers in
real time.
• Transparency: access real-time
foreign exchange rates so you
know the amount to be paid in
the foreign currency as well as the
exact amount to be debited from
your operating account when you
initiate the transaction.

Increased efficiencies

 everage the strength of HSBC’s infrastructure to improve
L
end-to-end currency management

THE HSBC ADVANTAGE
Enhance Efficiency: Simplifies payments processes and helps streamline reconciliation for
better overall cash management
Reduce Costs: Enables cross-border payments in local currencies via a single account,
eliminating expenses associated with multiple currency accounts

Potential downsides
HSBC FlexRate: Due to the guaranteed nature of the hold period, the execution provided will be based on the FX rate snapshot
and agreed FX spreads as against live streaming FX pricing.

Transparency: Delivers improved transparency into FX rates for more control over payments flows
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FX Analytics and data
Choosing a strategy

FX Prime Brokerage data & analytics tools
Market color on currencies’ volatility
25.00%

25.00%

1%ofofreturns
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20.00%
20.00%

returns

15.00%
Last year worst
positive return

10.00%

15.00%

5.00%
10.00%

-5.00%

5.00%

Take advantage of our analytical services which bring together smart
tools to optimise your FX strategy and execution.

Typical crisis returns
(99.94 percentiles)

0.00%

Last year worst
negative return

-10.00%

0.00%

-15.00%
-5.00%

-20.00%

98% of

98%
of returns
returns

1% of

1%
of returns
returns
EUR GBP JPY CNY HKD SGD CNH AUD CAD CHF NOK NZD SEK BRL KRW MXN PLN TRY ZAR

-10.00%

Source: HSBC, May 2018

FX Custody data & analytics tools

FX Overlay data & analytics tools

An illustration of the market risk absorbed by funds when
FX is not executed at the point of bond/equity origination.

An illustration of the performance of a USD portfolio held
by a European investor.

2-day volatility levels (2017 YTD) – Restricted Asian currencies

Performance of different hedging strategies
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FX Execution data & analytics tools
An example of Transaction Cost Analysis on USD/CAD using the TWAP* neutral algo
Executions vs Market (USDJPY)
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HSBC Calculation as at May 2018

109.182

10,000,000

109.180
109.178

5,000,000

109.176
109.174

000
19:56:00

19:58:00

20:00:00

20:02:00

20:04:00

Bid

Disclaimer
Simulated performance or back-tested performance results may have inherent limitations. Back-tested performance results do not represent the performance results of actual trading or
portfolio asset allocations for any actual assets or portfolio. Back-tested performance graphs are calculated through the retroactive application of the proposed trading strategy to its relevant
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20:06:00 20:08:00
Time, GMT
Ask

Executed Price

20:10:00

20:12:00

20:14:00

20:16:00

20:18:00

20:20:00

*Time Weighted Average Price
Source: HSBC, May 2018

Cumulative Volume

benchmark and are produced with the benefit of hindsight. Thus, the back-tested performance results are not indicative of the skill of HSBC Bank plc or of future results.
Since back-tested performance results do not represent actual trading they may not reflect the impact that material economic and market factors might have had on decisions
made in actual trading.
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HSBC’s Global Intermediary
Services team
The Global Intermediary Services team comprises more than
30 dedicated FX specialists located in our main hubs of Hong
Kong, Düsseldorf, London and New York.
Partnering with us, you’ll benefit from a sophisticated 24-hour coverage:
FX Custody Services

FX Prime Brokerage Services

FX Overlay Services

FX Execution Services

HSBCCustodyFX@hsbc.com

HSBCPrimeFX@hsbc.com

HSBCOverlayFX@hsbc.com

HSBCExecutionFX@hsbc.com

Hong Kong: +852 2822 2272
London: +44 207 991 5131
New York: +1 212 585 3149

Hong Kong: +852 2822 2272
London: +44 207 991 1116
New York: +1 212 525 3149

Hong Kong: +852 2822 4525
Düsseldorf: +49 211 910 4790
London: +44 207 991 7693
New York: +1 212 525 8945

Hong Kong: +852 2822 1977
London: +44 207 991 1481
New York: +1 212 525 0879

Transactional FX Services
transactionalfx@hsbcib.com
Hong Kong: +852 2822 2168
London: +44 207 992 6470
New York: +1 212 525 0281
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Partnering with HSBC
HSBC is one of the largest international FX houses with:
An on-the-ground presence in more than 60 countries
Trading floors in main financial hubs and in key local markets around the world
Over 1,500 currency pairs traded via our HSBC Evolve platform
Individual tailored propositions to suit clients’ specific needs

Profit & Loss Readers Choice
Award 2018

Global Investor/ISF Sub Custody
Survey 2018

 Best FX Prime Brokerage Bank

Europe*

 Best Market Market / Emerging

Markets

Middle East and Africa*

Market intelligence and research with global reach

A Strong Banking Partner
With a diversified global client base and broad market reach, HSBC offers consistent and deep
liquidity across all market conditions. Plus, the strength of our balance sheet allows us to provide
competitive credit lines and prioritise pricing and execution to fit your risk management requirements.

A Leader in Foreign Exchange
Whether your execution needs are driven by a transactional, hedging or investment strategy,
you can leverage our global footprint, local knowledge and deep expertise to gain unique insights
and manage your exposure in a manner aligned with your objectives.

Advanced Technology
Our commitment to using advanced technology and developing innovative solutions helps us
deliver quality across pricing, execution, post-trade and client services.
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#1 Germany (unweighted)
#1 Greece (weighted)

Euromoney Awards for
Excellence 2018
 World's Best Bank for Corporates
 World's Best Bank for Public

Sector Clients
 World's Best Bank for Transaction
Services
 Asia's Best Bank for Sustainable
Finance
 Hong Kong's Best Bank
 Latin America's Best Bank
Transformation (for HSBC in
Mexico)
 Middle East's Best Bank for
Financing
 North America's Best Bank for
Transaction Services
 Saudi Arabia's Best Investment
Bank.

#1 United Arab Emirates (weighted
& unweighted)

Asia Pacific*

#1 China (unweighted)
#1 Hong Kong (unweighted)
May 2017
*Non-exhaustive list
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Disclaimers and Important information
Please note that some of the solutions presented in this document may not be available
in your region, for more information please contact your HSBC relationship manager.
This document is intended for Professional Clients and Eligible Counterparties only.
Please refer to the disclaimer relevant to your region.
Opinions and estimates expressed are our present opinions only and may change at any time
without notice. Any charts and graphs included are from publicly available sources or proprietary
data. Any indicative trade details provided should not be regarded as complete or as representing
the actual terms on which HSBC may trade. Any charts and graphs included are from publicly
available sources or proprietary data. Figures included in this document may relate to past
performance or simulated past performance (together “past performance”). Past performance is
not a reliable indicator of future performance. Reproduction of this document, in whole or in part,
or disclosure of any of its contents, without prior consent of HSBC, is prohibited.
You are solely responsible for making your own independent appraisal of an investigation into the
products, investments and transactions referred to in this document and you should not regard
any information in this document as constituting investment advice. HSBC is not responsible
for providing you with legal, tax or other specialist advice. Except in the case of fraudulent
misrepresentation, neither HSBC nor any of its officers, directors, employees or agents accepts
any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or part of this material.
Any statements or views in this material are based upon the individual opinion of the author or
sender and may change at any time without notice. Opinions expressed here may differ from the
opinions expressed by other divisions of HSBC and its affiliates, including its Research department.
France

department of HBME or HSBC Group. This is a desk view and not a recommendation. Investors
must make their own determination & investment decisions. The sales and trading department
of HBME or any other HSBC Group company may make markets in instruments or products
to which this material relates. Accordingly, recipients should not regard it as an objective or
independent explanation of the matters contained herein, nor should it be regarded as investment
research for the purposes of the rules of any relevant regulatory body. HBME has based this
document on information obtained from sources it believes to be reliable but which have not
been independently verified.
Singapore
This material is issued by the sales and trading department of The Hong Kong and Shanghai
Banking Corporation Limited HSBC), Singapore Branch which is regulated by the Monetary
Authority of Singapore (MAS). This information is intended for the sole use of the recipient.
This material is intended for distribution to, or use by, institutional and/or accredited investors,
as defined in section 4A of the Securities and Futures Act (Cap. 289) of Singapore. This material
is not intended for general distribution or to any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country
where such distribution would be contrary to law or regulation.
The sales and trading department of HSBC may make markets in instruments or products to which
this material relates. Accordingly, recipients should not regard it as an objective or independent
explanation of the matters contained herein. Nor should it be regarded as a research report or
a document for giving investment advice. HSBC sales and trading department has based this
material on information obtained from sources that are believed to be reliable but which have
not been independently verified. Any indicative trade details provided should not be regarded as
complete or as representing the actual terms on which HSBC may trade.

This presentation has been prepared by HSBC France SA (“HSBC France”). HSBC France is
authorised by the Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel and regulated by the Autorité des Marchés
Financiers and the Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel.

Copyright. The Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation Limited 2017. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

Germany

This document is issued by HSBC Bank plc (“HSBC”). HSBC is authorised by the Prudential
Regulation Authority (“PRA”) and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”) and
the Prudential Regulation Authority and is a member of the HSBC Group of companies (“HSBC
Group”). The sales and trading department of HSBC Bank Plc (“HSBC”) may make markets in
instruments or products to which this material relates. Accordingly, recipients should not regard
it as an objective or independent explanation of the matters contained herein. Nor should it be
regarded as investment research for the purposes of the rules of the Financial Conduct Authority
(“FCA”) or any other relevant regulatory body. HSBC has based this document on information
obtained from sources it believes to be reliable but which have not been independently verified.

Diese Präsentation wurde von HSBC Trinkaus & Burkhardt AG („HSBC“) erstellt.
Sie dient ausschließlich der Information und darf ohne ausdrückliche schriftliche Einwilligung
von HSBC nicht an Dritte weitergegeben werden. Mit dieser Präsentation wird kein Angebot
zum Abschluss einer Bank- oder Wertpapierdienst-leistung unterbreitet. Die hierin mitgeteilten
Einschätzungen stellen auch keine Handlungs-empfehlungen dar.
Die von HSBC in dieser Präsentation gegebenen Informationen beruhen auf Quellen, die wir
für zuverlässig halten, jedoch keiner neutralen Prüfung unterzogen haben; HSBC übernimmt
keine Gewähr und keine Haftung für die Richtigkeit und Vollständigkeit der hierin enthaltenen
Informationen. Die in dieser Präsentation vertretenen Meinungen stellen ausschließlich unsere
Auffassung dar und können sich jederzeit ändern; solche Meinungsänderungen müssen nicht
publiziert oder mitgeteilt werden.
Hong Kong
This document is issued by HSBC Bank plc and distributed in Asia by The Hong Kong and
Shanghai Banking Corporation Limited (together, “HSBC”). The information contained herein
is derived from sources we believe to be reliable, but which we have not independently verified.
We are not obliged to enter into any actual trade with you based on the any information contained
herein. This document does not constitute an offer or solicitation for, or advice that you should
enter into, the purchase or sale of any security, commodity or other investment product or
investment agreement, or any other contract, agreement or structure whatsoever and is intended
for institutional customers and is not intended for the use of private customers. The document
is intended to be distributed in its entirety. No consideration or advice has been given to the
particular investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any recipient, you should
conduct relevant due diligence and analysis, and seek necessary independent professional advice.
Unless governing law permits otherwise, you must contact a HSBC Group member in your home
jurisdiction if you wish to use HSBC Group services in effecting a transaction in any investment
mentioned in this document. You are responsible for making an independent assessment and
obtaining specialist professional advice in relation to the merits of the proposals contained
herein. In particular, this document may contain certain references to regulation. HSBC makes no
representation that the references to regulation, if contained herein, are exhaustive. There could
be other references to regulation that may also be relevant to the proposals. HSBC does not give
advice on regulation. You should consult your own advisers on regulation.
Copyright. The Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation Limited 2017. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
MENA
This document has been issued by HSBC Bank plc and distributed in the Middle East and North
Africa by HSBC Bank Middle East Limited (“HBME”). HBME is authorised by the Jersey Financial
Services Commission and the Central Bank of the United Arab Emirates and is a member of the
HSBC group of companies (the “HSBC Group”). The material has not been issued by a research
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United Kingdom

This document is not intended for distribution to, or use by, retail clients as defined in the FCA
rules, or any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where such distribution would be
contrary to law or regulation. This document is a “financial promotion” within the scope of
the rules of the FCA. Issued and approved for publication to Professional Clients and Eligible
Counterparties only by HSBC Bank plc. Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. Registered
in England No. 14259. Registered Office: 8 Canada Square, London, E14 5HQ, United Kingdom.
© HSBC Bank 2017
United States
This material has been prepared by a member of the sales and trading department of HSBC
Bank USA, N.A. and/or its affiliates, collectively known as (“HSBC”) and not by HSBC’s Research
Department. It has been approved for publication in the United States by HSBC Bank USA,
N.A. (“HBUS”) which is regulated by the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC). This
material is intended for your sole use and is not for general distribution and does not constitute
an offer or commitment, a solicitation of an offer or commitment to enter into or conclude any
transaction or to purchase or sell any financial instrument. The sales and trading department of
HSBC is engaged in selling and trading and may make markets in securities/products to which
this material relates or is relevant. Accordingly, recipients of this material should not regard it as an
objective or independent explanation of the matters contained herein. This material has not been
prepared in accordance with regulatory requirements designed to promote the independence of
investment research. Any information contained in this material is not and should not be regarded
as investment research for the purposes of the rules of the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA),
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) or any other relevant regulatory body. Do not invest in
one unless you fully understand and are willing to assume the risks associated with it. Products in
this presentation may not be principal protected. Any products stating principal protection apply
only if they are held by investor until maturity. If an investor wishes to close out the trade before
maturity they may confront a principal loss. The securities/products described herein may not be
eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain categories of investors. The information contained
herein is derived from sources believed to be reliable, but not independently verified.
Copyright. HSBC Bank USA, N.A. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

